Summary

This Application Note illustrates the use of Spatial Light Interference Microscopy (SLIM) for neuroscience research. The non-invasive live cell imaging provides a viable environment for fragile neurons and neuronal stem cells, which are very susceptible to damages from temperature, chemicals, and light. The speed of SLIM acquisition is capable of detecting the transport between neurons, and the wide field of view is capable of imaging the formation of a neuronal network. Therefore, SLIM provides an environment where neurons can be studied at both single cell level and population level.
Simple measurements - NeuronJ

NeuronJ is an ImageJ plugin developed by Meijering et al. [2]. The plugin can be found in the 2D analysis menu, and once run, a new toolset on the main ImageJ window loads. NeuronJ allows the user to easily trace along neurites and performs measurements for parameters such as the length, mean value along the trace, and many more. Moreover, the traces can be saved as a text file consists of the coordinate and values of the points along the trace, and allows the user to treat the data as a list of values instead of a complex structure.

1. Convert the SLIM map to an 8-bit image and save
2. Run NeuronJ found in 2D analysis menu and load the 8-bit image using NeuronJ “Load images”
3. Trace neurites using “Add tracings” in NeuronJ
4. Run measurements using “Measure tracings” in NeuronJ (Figure 2)

Traffic

Rapid exchanges of material among neurons appear in the form of vesicle transport along the neurites that connect neighboring neurons. These vesicles are higher in density compared to the neurites, and appears as a particle moving along the neurites. Therefore, by applying a particle tracking method, the movement of these vesicles can be tracked and the transport or “traffic” along the neuronal highway can be studied (Figure 3) [3]. For more detail about the particle tracking, please see AN 02 – Cell Dynamics.
Growth

Because neurons are very fragile and vulnerable to many invasive factors, such as chemicals, light, and heat, it is difficult to study them live and study their growth. SLIM provides a solution for this type of problem by providing an imaging environment that is both temperature and CO2 controlled, and also by exposing the cells to minimal light damage. The growth of neurons have been studied and the emergence of neuronal network have been shown using SLIM (Figure 4) [4].
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Figure 4. Dry Mass Growth (A) Dry mass density maps acquired at 0, 10, and 24 hours for both the untreated and LiCl treated cultures; the yellow scale bar corresponds to 200 μm. (B) Total dry mass vs. time of the entire field of view for both conditions. Round markers are raw mass data, solid lines are the average over 1 hour, and error bars indicate standard deviation. For the untreated culture it can be seen that majority of the mass growth occurs between 0 and 10 hours, the time during which the cells are extending processes most actively. In the LiCl treated culture neurite outgrowth is severely retarded and no significant increase in mass is observed during any period.
Differentiation
The non-invasive environment that SLIM provides is suitable for studying not only mature neuron cells but also progenitor cells, which are even more fragile than mature neurons. The structural change of the neural progenitor cells and the change in dynamics can easily be studied using SLIM to show the development of mature cells from the progenitor cells, while keeping the cell alive and well (Figure 5) [4].

![Image of neural progenitor cells at day 0 of plating (top) and the mature cells after day 14 of plating (bottom).](image_url)

References
Phi Optics patented SLIM technology employs optical interferometry for extreme sensitivity to structure and dynamics. Phi Optics implements SLIM as an add-on to all major brand optical microscopes (10X to 100X magnifications) (see Figure 6). The SLIM approach to quantitative phase imaging provides speckle-free images due to high sensitivity of the measurement (nanometer scale spatial noise). Submicron optical sectioning is facilitated by high NA objectives and the micron-scale coherence length of the illumination - SLIM can render 3D tomographic images of transparent structures just by scanning the specimen through focus (Z-scanning). The design modularity enables multiplexing with fluorescence imaging for multimodal, in-depth biological studies.

Imaging live cells using classical brightfield microscopy is notoriously difficult because they absorb and scatter very little light. Fluorescence microscopy employs fluorophores which absorb and emit light, rendering the cells visible. The fluorophores can be genetically encoded or injected into the live cells and their location and emission intensity is used to accurately quantify the cell features and processes. Continuous imaging is possible only for short periods of time (time-lapse) to avoid phototoxicity, photo bleaching, and measurement bias. Live unstained cells exhibit gradients of optical path length (i.e. product of thickness and refractive index) across their structure. Phase contrast (PC) and differential interference microscopy (DIC) modalities to convert minute changes in optical path length into differences in brightness (amplitude contrast). These techniques are not intrinsically quantitative or specific, and lack the resolution of fluorescence microscopy but continuous long term imaging is possible because of the low levels of illumination required.

Phi Optics SLIM is a non-invasive phase imaging technology that quantifies the optical path length differences in a biospecimen and converts them into thickness, dry mass area density and refractive index maps. Figure 7 illustrates the principle of technology in its reference implementation. A live cell in culture medium is imaged with the phase contrast modality of the microscope: the light passing through the object (scattered beam) and the light passing through the medium (reference beam) combine through interference in the image plane. The optical path length differences between the beams (i.e. the phase shift) in each point of the image plane are converted into brightness differences. Optically dense areas of the cell (e.g. nucleus) introduce a phase shift of up to −0.5π radians in the scattered beam with respect to the reference beam. In the most common phase contrast implementation, before reaching the image plane the reference beam also undergoes a +0.5π radians phase shift by passing through a phase plate: a glass ring with finite thickness in the back focal plane of the objective. Destructive interference generates a dark image for the dense portions of the cell with respect to the grey background (see Figure 7b).

The SLIM module relays the image plane with minimal aberrations (diffraction limited) at a 1:1 ratio to a camera sitting at its exit port. The active element at the heart of the SLIM module is a liquid crystal spatial light modulator (SLM). The SLM is conjugated with the back focal plane of the microscope objective, and it modulates the reference beam like a phase plate with variable thickness. To create a quantitative phase image the SLM shifts the phase of the reference beam by a fixed amount (0, 0.5π, π, 1.5π) and the camera captures the resulting frame (Figure 7b). The CellVista software module combines the four frames by solving the field interference equations in each point of the frame – the result (Figure 7c) is a quantitative-phase (SLIM) image that is uniquely determined.

SLIM is a wide field quantitative imaging method thus it can measure simultaneously large populations of cells at full camera resolution (e.g. 2 mm FOV for 10X objective at 4.2 MP camera resolution). Wide field optical sectioning (e.g. 850 nm Z-resolution for 100X/1.4NA objective) enables 3D tomography. All microscope output is acquired with the same camera which enables seamless overlay of SLIM images with fluorescence channels.